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FAMILY GAME NIGHT: MINUTE TO WIN IT 
 

Have some fun playing these games, just like our friends played in this week’s church video. 
 

Shake It Off 

Supplies: 1 empty tissue box and 10 ping 

pong balls per player, string 

 

Directions 

1. Have each player tie one tissue box 

filled with 10 ping pong balls around 

their waist with string. (Have the 

opening of the tissue box face out.) 

2. On the count of 3, each player will do 

whatever it takes – dance, shake, 

jump, crawl – to get as many ping 

pong balls out of the box as possible 

without using their hands.  

3. Whoever empties their box first, or 

whoever gets rid of the most by the 

time 1 minute is up, wins!  

Face the Cookie 

Supplies: 1 cookie per player 

 

 

Directions 

1. Each player begins with a cookie 

balanced on their forehead and their 

hands behind their back.  

2. On the count of 3, each player will do 

whatever it takes – scrunch their 

face, wiggle their nose, move their 

head – to get their cookie into their 

mouth without using their hands. 

3. Whoever gets their cookie into their 

mouth first, wins!

TALKING POINTS  
 

Get together and talk about how these games help us think about this week’s Bible story.   

 

• Wow, guys those games were so fun! But, they wouldn’t have been quite as fun if 

someone cheated, right? 

• Following the rules is what makes the game work! And just like Noah, we have to do what 

God says and obey his rules, even if we think there’s a better way to do something. 

• Which of God’s rules are hard for you to obey?  

• Sometimes God’s rules or plans don’t make sense. Do you have a question about 

something God says in the Bible? I would love to look for the answer together! 
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